
Adv. App. Multivariate Analysis homework 3

Due date: December 3.

1. Does Varimax rotation change the value of (estimated) communality hj? Prove or disprove.

2. (24 Psy. Tests) Read Section 15.4.4 of Izenman. The dataset is contained in 24psychtests.csv. Use
the raw data (tests 1-24) and the combined 301 students from both schools to find the MLEs of factor
models (both unrotated and varimax rotated). How many factors do you want to model (and why)?
Give interpretations of the factors you obtain. Compare the result with the solutions of each school
separately.
(Hint: When using Matlab, a function factran in Statistics Toolbox can be used. For example,

[lambda,psi] = factoran(X,k)

gives the m.l.es Λ̂ and Ψ̂ for a k-factor model. type
doc factoran

for more information)

3. (Clustering individuals: 24 Psy. Tests) Use the raw data (tests 1-24) and the combined 301 students
from both schools to find clusters of students. Ignoring the fact that the data are actually labeled by
the name of the school they attend, cluster the 301 individuals into two groups. You are asked

• to decide whether you want to standardize the data,

• to choose a good dissimilarity measure, and

• to use a clustering algorithm among those we have discussed during lectures.

Discuss your result.
(Optional: Are there really two clusters?)

4. (Clustering variables: 24 Psy. Tests) Use the raw data (tests 1-24) and the combined 301 students
from both schools to find clusters of 24 tests. To cluster variables, use the 1-correlation dissimilarity

d(Vi, Vj) = 1− ρij ,

where ρij is the sample correlation between the pair of the ith and jth variables (tests). Perform
agglomerative hierarchical clustering with average linkage.

(a) Display your sequence of clustering assignments by dendrogram.

(b) Cluster the variables into four clusters. Discuss the result in connection to the (rotated) factor
loadings obtained in problem 2.

(c) Visualize the variables in a 2D scatterplot, using multidimensional scaling, and display the clus-
tering assignments.

5. In this problem, we are trying to understand entropy of discrete random variables. Suppose a r. v.
X takes values in finite X = {x1, . . . , xn}. Denote the probability mass function (pmf) of X by f ,
satisfying f(xi) ∈ [0, 1],

∑n
i=1 f(xi) = 1. (The actual distribution is unspecified.)

(a) Show that −f(x) log f(x) ≥ 0 for any x ∈ X , and that the equality holds if f(x) = 0 or 1.

(b) Using part (a), show that the lower bound of H(X) is zero (H(X) ≥ 0) for any distribution of X
and that H(X) = 0 if f(x0) = 1 for some x0 ∈ X .

(c) Show that the upper bound of H(X) is log(n)(= log(#X )). [Hint: See that log(x) is a concave
function and use Jensen’s inequality: If g(·) is a concave function then E(g(X)) ≤ g(EX). ]

(d) Finally show that the discrete uniform distribution f(xi) = 1/n yields maximum entropy.


